Comments for FERC Scoping Meeting, 18 March 2015 (meeting
ended before these comments were presented)
My name is Ron Enders. My wife and I own a home and 47
acres. Our right of way to Route 151 is in our neighbors deed.
Dominion proposes to build the pipeline to cross VA 151 at our
driveway entrance, where the school bus stops, and go through
our ford and bridge across Goodwin Creek, my neighbors septic
system, garden and fields, then my field and pond before
crossing Goodwin Creek again.
This route is intended to go around the rock mountain and cliff
on 151. Goodwin Creek flows parallel to 151 and curves around
the cliff.
The natural ford has provided access to the neighborhood for
longer than known history. The bridge was build after
Hurricane Camille.
The neighborhood of 95 acres has 4 houses and several
additional building rights. Emergency services and heavy truck
traffic is made through the ford and automobile traffic across
the bridge.
If at any time during the construction process the access to the

bridge or ford were blocked there would be no routine or
emergency access to and from the entire neighborhood.
If the pipeline construction damages or destroys the ford there
will be no emergency or truck access. If the bridge is damaged
or destroyed there will be no automobile access. If there is an
accident on the pipeline which affects the bridge and ford there
will be no evacuation or rescue route for the entire
neighborhood.
In order for the pipeline to get around the solid rock cliff it
appears they will destroy our pond and still enter part of the
steep cliff wall which is almost vertical. Besides destroying the
pond the damage to the creek because of the steep grade will
be substantial.
When the head surveyor for Nelson (at the time) came to show
me the route on his computer, we walked on the properties
and looked at the pond, the cliff, the ford, the bridge, septic
field, garden and the entrance on 151. I was told at the open
house his report is on file at Dominion. No one has had the
courtesy to contact me about an environmental or access
solution.
The pipeline will destroy our neighborhood, future

development, value, pond, ford, bridge, creek, septic field, and
view shed and because you give Dominion federal power of
eminent domain we will lose the right to a local jury to
determine fair compensation. An environmental and economic
catastrophe.
All Pain...No Gain

